
Dream Strike the Liberty Bell

Dreamed the morning of January 26, 2021

by Greg Hood


This dream took place in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in front of 
Independence Hall. This dream was different from those I have dreamed in 
the past. The dream was both animated and real (real, as in people and 
things, had real life appearance; animated, as some of the characters in 
the dream appeared as a cartoon character). I have never dreamed in 
cartoon or comic book form before. I find it very interesting. 

In the background I could see Independence Hall and the Liberty Bell. In 
the front was a wide dirt street. In the middle of the street stood a large 
elephant and a jackass. They were animated. 

My focus was fixed on the liberty bell as I saw someone approach it. A boy 
appeared in the dream and he was about 14 or 15 years old. He was 
dressed in an early American attire. As he walked passed the liberty bell, 
he struck it with a gavel that he picked up from beside the bell. In the 
dream I understood that the gavel have been laid down there for anyone 
passing by to use to ring the bell.

As the boy rang the bell, the elephant and the jackass, who were standing 
in the middle of the street began to bite one another and fight. They fought 
hard for a short while then the elephant retreated to the side of the street 
that Independence Hall and the liberty bell were, while the jackass went to 
the opposite side of the street.

They begin staring intently at each other from across this wide dirt street. 
Then I saw another person approach the liberty bell. It was Abraham 
Lincoln. He to picked up the gavel from the ground and struck the Liberty 
Bell just as the boy had done. And as he struck it, I can remember the 
sound was so very loud and it could be heard around the nation. As 
before, at the striking of the liberty bell, the elephant and the jackass ran 
into the middle of the street and began to fight. They fought even the more 
fierce than they did before. I noticed this time the street was very muddy 
and the mud was deep. Soon the fight was over and the elephant again 
moved to the side of the street where Independence Hall and the Liberty 
Bell were and the jackass retreated to the other side of the street.

I could see on the sidewalk in front of the independence hall a woman 
walking toward the Liberty Bell. As she grew closer I could tell that is was 
Becca Greenwood. As she arrived at the Liberty Bell she knelt down and 
dug around in the dirt beside the bell. It was as if she knew what she was 
digging for. The elephant and the jackass still staring at each other firm, 



with much anger in their eyes. Becca found what she was digging for. It 
was the gavel. She took it in her hand, stood up struck the bell hard. The 
sound of the bell sent vibrations through out the nation and into the 
heavens. I saw Tom Schlueter walk up behind Becca. She handed him the 
gavel and he too, struck the bell. The same result as Becca’s occurred. 
After Tom, Jacquie Tyre took the gavel and struck the bell. Same results! I 
saw several more people lined up behind her and they all took the gavel, 
one from the other and struck the liberty bell with the same result. Each 
strike sending a powerful vibration into the nation and into the heavens. 
The others I saw in the dream were Hope Taylor, Chuck Pierce, Gina 
Gholston, Clay Nash, Stephen Strang and Lance Wallnau. 

As each one struck the bell it caused the elephant and the jackass to fight 
with each harder and harder. They were bleeding and causing great 
damage to one another (remember they were animated).

My attention then turned to Justice Amy Coney Barrett walking out from 
independence hall down to the liberty bell. Dutch was with her. As they 
approached the liberty bell, Justice Barrett took the gavel from Lance’s 
hand and handed it to Dutch. She said too Dutch, “I can’t strike it till you 
strike it.” 

Dutch the struck the bell and as he did, the clouds cracked open and a 
very large eagle accompanied by a very large angel appeared from where 
they had been immured. 

The angel hovered above the fight that was taking place in the street 
between the elephant and the jackass. I noticed this time the street was 
paved and had lines on it. The eagle approached the elephant in a fierce 
dive as if he were diving to take a fish from a river. His talons landed on the 
eyes of the elephant and pulled them from their sockets and dropped 
them to the ground, leaving the elephant blind. (At this point the elephant 
was no longer animated. He seemed real.) Swooping around in a very fast 
turn the eagle did the same to the jackass. (He too was no longer 
animated but real.) The eagle pulled his eyes from its sockets, this time 
with his beak, and dropped them to the ground leaving the jackass blind. 
He then landed on the back of the jackass and with his beak he began to 
tear his flesh and the base of his neck apart. In doing so, he exposed the 
upper part his spine. The jackass fell dead in the street. Leaping to the 
back of the elephant he did the same. Ripped flesh from his upper back 
exposing his spine. The elephant also fell dead in the street.

When both the jackass and the elephant had fallen, the eagle flew over to 
the liberty bell from where we all were watching all this unfold and he lit 
atop the bell and let out a loud hair-raising screech. The angel that 



hovered over this violent confrontation between the elephant, jackass and 
the eagle, stood in front of Dutch and handed him two silver Mercy coins. 
Dutch handed one of the coins to Justice Barrett and said, “Now, we can 
do this together. God has released Mercy to America once again. We must 
steward it well.” Dutch handed Justice Barrett the gavel and she struck the 
bell. When she struck it the angle went and stood in the heavens over 
America. 

Both Justice Barrett and Dutch, walked into Independence Hall. We all 
followed. They placed the coins atop a document that I could see was the 
Declaration of Independence. Dutch then said with a loud and forceful 
shout, “WE ARE FREE AGAIN!”


End of dream.



